Prison University Project
San Quentin, California

To Jody Lerner, Entire Prison University Project/Mt. Tamalpais College Staff, teachers and friends,

I'd like to thank you all for your very thoughtful goodie bag, it's nice to know there's people that care and believe we are human and should be treated the same. I wish the good citizens of California really understood this so called rehabilitative system and why is so broken, for many of us lifes the hope is draining. You have the members of the Board of Prison Terms that no matter how many hoops you've jumped the is never enough, a psychologist who sees you once every 3 yrs for a couple hours and is one of the powers that determine if you go free or
waste away for another 3yrs at the
minuman, you never see the same one
twice so how can they know you?
If you ever want to interview some-
one, I'm available and I'd like to
share with you my certificates,
chronos letter of support from
family and friends, free staff and
CO's, acceptance letters from
Transitional housing, re Lafayette
prevention plans that the board feels
they are nothing. The light at the end
of the tunnel is getting dim again and
for many of us lifes so goes the
hope. We (I) are not our crimes.
Once again thank you for caring
and for the "goodie bag" for a
minute more simpler than you've
see in awhile.

Sincerely

Dennis Jefferson

Dennis Jefferson P49363

PS, you can share this
in any way you like.
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